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ABSTRACT
The role of the academic library, student library usage, and faculty perceptions of student
learning have been separate ongoing discussions in higher education for many years. The
purpose of this study was to bring those conversations together and illustrate how
students at The University of Southern Mississippi are currently using Cook Library,
their preferences for library space usage, and the faculty/staff perceptions of student
usage. This study was conducted to address the problem of how to effectively bring the
expectations of students and library faculty/staff together so that library spaces and
environments can be updated or created to fit the needs of the campus community. This
study used a cross-sectional survey design to illustrate the usage of students and
perceptions of faculty/staff at The University of Southern Mississippi. Data results show
that library faculty/staff perceptions of student usage did not always align with the actual
student usage data, especially concerning traditional library services and resources, such
as the importance of the availability of library assistance, access to books, and access to
computers/printing. The researcher concluded the study by making data driven
recommendations to library administration concerning building layout, atmosphere, and
library services.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION
Academic libraries have been providing library and information services to
campus communities for many years. Librarians, library collections, and resources aid
students and faculty in their research. Academic libraries also provide the tools that
students need to be successful in their coursework, such as access to computers, printing,
and scanning. Academic libraries today are evolving from the idea of a traditional library
atmosphere to a place where student socialization is an important part of the library
landscape. This student led change in atmosphere has been happening slowly over the
past 10-15 years.
The Millennial generation is made up of individuals born between 1982 and 2004
(Strauss & Howe, 1991). This generation has led the shift from traditional academic
library spaces to the information commons models that are often seen today. There are
several characteristics of the Millennial generation that have affected the way that they
view and use academic libraries, such as wanting more personalization, a variety of
choices, and instant access to services at all hours (Sweeney, 2005).
As students adapt to new technologies, their learning styles also adapt. These
changes are directly related to the type of learning atmospheres that help Millennial
students thrive. There are many challenges that come with this shift including
challenging the culture and expectations of librarians and other faculty/staff across the
campuses. Student populations have been quick to adapt library spaces to their personal
needs while faculty/staff often take longer to adapt to change (Sweeney, 2005).
While students are adept at adapting outdated library spaces to their needs, many
librarians and library staff often have other perceptions of acceptable space usage and
1

atmosphere. Traditional library furniture, such as large tables and chairs, are not the
flexible, adaptable furniture that students want and need in their study spaces. Social
group spaces where conversation is encouraged often contradicts the perceptions of how
librarians envision group library usage. Also, in social spaces the acceptable level of
noise is another aspect where the views of library users and library staff are not
congruent.
Analyzing perceptions between the main library user groups and the faculty/staff
in the library can help to bridge the expectational culture of each group. If these
expectations are not examined, then it is possible that academic library spaces not be
conducive to student success. This could result in further division between the needs of
the library users and the faculty/staff who are tasked with fulfilling the user needs.
Background
Joseph Cook Library at The University of Southern Mississippi is a mid-large size
academic library, serving over 600,000 patrons each year. Cook Library provides access
to print and electronic collections, technology such as public computers and enhanced
group study rooms, individual and group study spaces, an open learning commons, access
to auxiliary services such as the Speaking and Writing Centers, and designated spaces for
group socialization. Over the last 10 years, the library has embraced technology and
electronic collections in order to reduce the footprint of their print collections and provide
more choices in spaces available for student use. These changes have been restricted by
funding, and librarians and staff often have to exercise creativity in trying to meet student
expectations without any additional monies.
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To meet the demands of student technology needs, Cook Library began partnering
with iTech in 2009 to provide all of the public computing in the library. This enhanced
the number of available desktop computers to over 300 and provided four technology
enhanced group study rooms, each equipped with a computer and large wall-mounted
monitor for group projects. The partnership allowed Cook Library to create a Learning
Commons which provides a one-stop shop for students to access technology, receive
library help, and access multiuse study space. While the partnership has allowed for
continued provisions for public computing needs, the inability to upgrade furniture and
other spaces in the library has been a hindrance to meeting the needs of the users. This is
illustrated through comments concerning outdated facilities and the need for more
comfortable furniture on yearly library user satisfaction surveys.
Between 2010 and 2016, there were fewer changes to the physical space and
atmosphere in Cook Library, as compared to the creation of the Learning Commons the
year before. However there had been an increase in changes to what services were
offered and how those services were delivered. Communication between the library and
users shifted from paper-based to electronic notices and online library account systems.
With an increase in multiuse study spaces, zones were created to help provide a variety of
atmospheres from which students could choose. This movement started with repurposing
the top floor as a silent study floor and providing quiet study space in another area of the
second floor. These zones were created based on feedback received through conducting
user satisfaction surveys, observations, informal interviews, and anecdotally from student
employees and staff. In 2017, zoned spaces were expanded through increased signage
across the library that deliberately named the atmosphere of each of the areas. These
3

spaces were initially created by users and by formally identifying them, library staff
sought to help increase visibility and guide users in their decision making about which
area of the library would suit their needs.
Library administration decided that the first two floors of the building would be
formally branded as social floors, since the majority of socialization was naturally taking
place in the open, multiuse, space that was already available on those floors. The third
through fifth floors contain the majority of the collections, group study rooms, and
individual study carrels. The third floor was named as a conversational floor for more
intimate small group study sessions, and the fourth floor was named as a whisper floor to
provide space for individual or partner study with fewer spaces for group study. With the
fifth floor having already been repurposed as a silent study floor, the natural atmosphere
progression became the higher the floor number the quieter the atmosphere. Increased
signage was added to each floor in the building, accompanied by infographics used to
identify what services and collections were available and define the atmosphere of each
area. While the zoned atmosphere areas offered choices for users, library staff often
found themselves continuing to battle with noise problems in the quiet/silent areas. Many
of the atmospheric issues are the result of the differences between what librarians and
library staff perceive to be acceptable behaviors and what students perceive to be
acceptable. This continued conundrum became the basis for this action research project.
Each spring University Libraries surveys their patrons to evaluate customer
satisfaction ratings for the many different services and collections that the libraries have
to offer. The survey responses for questions and comments related to usage, facilities,
and library atmosphere give the best illustration of actual library usage and satisfaction.
4

The results for 2014-2018 were combined so that a five-year average of responses could
be evaluated. The data shows that the top five reasons students are using Cook Library
are for 1) class assignments/course preparation, 2) research needs in their
major/discipline, 3) socializing, 4) individual study, and 5) use or check out books and
use databases (University Libraries, 2014- 2018). The respondents also reported that
they were generally satisfied with the arrangement of the building and services with an
average good or excellent rating of 82.6% and the atmosphere for study and research with
an average good or excellent rating of 74.6% (University Libraries, 2014-2018).
Responses to open-ended questions asking respondents to identify strengths,
weaknesses, and suggestions for improvement were coded and items dealing with
facilities and atmosphere were isolated from the rest of the comments. The average
responses for facilities and atmosphere showed that overall patrons were relatively
satisfied. Comments relating to facilities as a strength accounted for 47.8% and
atmosphere as a strength at 42.7% of all responses. Comments relating to facilities as a
weakness accounted for 34% and atmosphere as a weakness for 37.4% of the responses.
Comments suggesting areas of improvement resulted in 18.1% of facilities based and
19.8% of atmosphere based responses (University Libraries, 2014-2018).
The survey responses highlighted above illustrate that there is still much
improvement that could be made to the facilities and atmosphere in Cook Library. The
changes that have been implemented in the past ten years have been based on the
decisions of faculty/staff more than as a result of student driven data. The survey
responses also highlight a difference in expectations between students and library
faculty/staff concerning library atmosphere. In order to understand these varied
5

expectations, it is important to first determine if the space usage expectations of today’s
library users are aligning with the expectations of faculty/staff in the library. This can be
done by studying the needs and wants of each user group.
Statement of Problem
The problem addressed in this study was how to bring the expectations of students
and library faculty/staff together to provide library spaces and environments that fit the
needs for everyone. The researcher hoped that this study would build upon the culture of
assessment so that physical library space design and service decisions would be data
driven and reflect the student population’s usage wants and needs. The goal of this study
was to identify how students are currently using, and want to use, physical library spaces
as well as the library faculty/staff perceptions of student use. The findings of this study
will be used to make recommendations to library administration.
Purpose of Study
While there has been much research conducted on library as place and how
students use library space, there is a gap in the literature that focuses on how librarians
and library staff perceive the space should be used compared to student expectations on
space usage. This study aimed to bridge the gap by increasing the knowledge base of
faculty perceptions on student library usage while also directly influencing space
decisions at Cook Library. The results of this study, the comparison of student and
faculty expectations, were used to develop recommendations to library administration on
space usage and to assist library staff in managing said spaces.
The purpose of this research study was to examine the differences between how
students at The University of Southern Mississippi utilize the physical library spaces in
6

Cook Library and how librarians and library staff perceive they are using the space in an
effort to align perceptions and move forward with data driven decision making. The
specific research questions were:
1. How do students use library spaces? Identify current student physical space usage
behaviors.
2. How do students want to use library spaces? Identify current student preferences
for physical library space usage.
3. How do librarians and library staff perceive library spaces are used? Identify
librarian and library staff perceptions for how students use physical library spaces.
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CHAPTER II– LITERATURE REVIEW
A search of available information related to perceptions of and actual use of
library spaces revealed four key areas that are pertinent for this project. Those areas are
the theory of library as place, the role library spaces play in research and learning, faculty
perceptions of student library usage, and studies of actual student library usage.
Academic library staff are seeing fewer of their physical spaces used for housing print
collections and making more space available as public learning spaces. Montgomery and
Miller (2011) refer to this shift as the “new normal” for academic libraries. This shift,
used to describe libraries in the second decade of the 21st century, encompasses
collections shifting from solely print to a hybrid model of print and electronic collections.
This hybrid environment has led to some administrators believing that physical library
spaces are no longer needed since information can be accessed without even entering the
building (Montgomery & Miller, 2011). However, library spaces are needed now as
much as they have ever been. In fact, physical usage has steadily increased over the years
at the national level (Kim, 2016).
Trends in Academic Library Space Design
In the past 75 years, academic library spaces have transitioned from ‘fixedfunction’ buildings that existed as repositories for print materials to collaborative spaces
designed to invite and inspire student learning. The transition of libraries started taking
place around the end of World War II. At that time libraries were built to hold as many
books as possible. Book stacks and public spaces were kept separated so students were
not able to browse through the collections (Kaser, 1984). After World War II, libraries
began to take on a more modular design that was characterized by equal areas dedicated
8

to book storage and user space. This allowed libraries to more easily adapt to changing
user needs with modified floor plans and adaptable spaces (Oliveira, 2017).
By the middle of the 1960s, the plain modular style gave way to a more romantic
architectural style that included the use of atriums, specialized lighting, and open
shelving. Library spaces transitioned from closed stacks with reading rooms that only
allowed for viewing materials to spaces with books on open shelves that could be
accessed by users whenever needed (Kaser, 1984). This transition changed the way that
libraries provided access to materials, and it opened new opportunities for learning since
patrons could now browse the materials on the shelves.
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s academic libraries continued to serve their
primary purpose as storage facilities for print collections. Student needs were not at the
forefront of space plans. Instead, libraries planned for future space based on the needs of
their collection. The number of volumes owned by the library and projected yearly
growth were used as metrics to calculate needed space for book stacks. Soon, spaces
previously used for patrons were replaced by shelving to accommodate growing
collections. This resulted in poorly designed spaces with shelving that commonly limited
access to user spaces. Seaman (2006) states, “There was very little work space for users,
technology was not thoroughly integrated into the building, and there was no electronic
classroom space” (p.7).
In the mid-1990s, a paradigm shift occurred in academic libraries due to the
increasing demands of providing access to technology. Before this technological shift
librarians were primarily focused on providing spaces for staff to work, layout of
furniture and traffic flow, and collection storage. Academic librarians considered
9

libraries to be primarily portals of information (Seal, 2015). The new learning-centered
paradigm had user-centered learning at the forefront of planning. With user needs at the
forefront of space planning the Information Commons movement was born. This new
model of library design had four basic features that included technology, spaces for group
work, digital media and collections, and user access to both librarians and technology
experts (Oliveira, 2017).
The University of Calgary was one of the first libraries to open an Information
Commons in 1999. The new model resulted in students rapidly returning to the library so
that they would have access to the “high-tech, high-quality spaces supported by technical
and intellectual experts” (Hickerson, 2014, p.16). In 2004 the Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) surveyed their members about the establishment of an Information
Commons. Their results showed that five of the 74 libraries responding had established
an Information Commons prior to 1995; eight more were established between 1996 –
2000 and nine more between 2002 and 2004 (Haas & Robertson, 2004).
The information/ learning commons model of academic library design has been in
effect since the mid to late 1990s and is still at the forefront of characterizing library
space today. There is no common definition of an information commons; therefore, these
spaces look different from institution to institution. The one thing that they do have in
common is the focus on access to technology. Information commons areas are also being
noted for their contribution to learning. Heitsch and Holley (2011) defined the
information commons as a space that educates and empowers students to access
information in their own time. The idea of campuses as learning environments leads to
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the shift in academic libraries becoming spaces that facilitate a student centered pedagogy
(Oliveira, 2017).
This last shift in academic library design gave more weight to the theory of library
as place, which requires academic libraries to provide support that is aligned with current
pedagogical practices. The current shift expresses the need for libraries to include spaces
suitable for blended learning, flipped classrooms, and experiential learning. These spaces
provide opportunities were students can “learn independently and become knowledge
creators, leading to varied personal learning environments” (Ellison, 2016, p.294).
Library as Place
The theory of library as place is grounded in Habermas’ (1989) concept of public
sphere. He defines public sphere as “the sphere where private people come together as a
public”. The public sphere exists to enrich communities and bring people together
through discourse surrounding the influence between state and society (Habermas, 1989).
Enriching communities is central to the mission of libraries.
The particular role of libraries is often discussed using sociologist Oldenburg’s
(1997) theory of third place. Oldenburg theorizes that there are three places where
people exist. The first place is home, which contributes to a person’s development. The
second place, work, fosters an environment of competitiveness and instills motivation in
individuals. The third place is where people go to socialize outside of their home or
workplace (Oldenburg, 1997). The third place fosters interaction between communities
and provides social experiences. Libraries typically fit the definition of third place. They
are crucial to the communities in which they reside by serving to nourish relationships
and enhance human contact (Kim, 2016).
11

The Association of Research Libraries (2009) defines library as place as “the
physical environment of the library as place for individual study, group work, and
inspiration.” The LibQual + assessment tool measures include library as place by listing a
series of five questions and asking respondents to rate their minimum expectations,
desired service level, and perceived level of actual service received. These questions
focus on overall space for study, space for individual study, whether the location is
comfortable and inviting, environment for learning and research, and community space
for group work (Association of Research Libraries, 2009). By identifying perceptions of
library as place, librarians can gain insight into how users actually use the physical
spaces.
Academic libraries consist of two types of space: transcendent space and
transportive space. Transcendent space goes beyond the boundaries of the physical
building to educate users about different ideas and concepts that are relevant to the
community in which the library is a part. Transportive space involves building designs
that serve to inspire or enhance the overall user experience (Demas & Sherer, 2002).
Most third places fit the definition of a transcendent space since they are creating
opportunities and conversations for people from different social communities. These
conversations are highly valued in academic libraries since they enhance the atmosphere.
They help to create connections to community, which contribute to the overall growth of
students. Thus, the academic library’s role as a third place directly affects student
success and retention (Kim, 2016).
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Libraries Role in Research and Learning
The theory of library as place and the role it plays in research revealed that library
spaces and atmosphere have a definite effect on research. When making changes to
current spaces librarians and library administration must study how students and faculty
are currently using those spaces and how they can improve the influence on research and
study through the updating of space. Brown (2005) defines learning spaces as spaces
outside of the traditional classroom that promote discussion and learning. These spaces
can include libraries, faculty offices, student unions, and cafes (p. 12.1). With that in
mind, all library spaces match the definition since learning is happening in multiple ways
all throughout the building: from socialization to traditional individual study and
research. Just because library spaces can identify as learning spaces, does not necessarily
mean that they are effective learning environments. Effective learning environments
share some common denominators such as the need for technology so that users can
connect to social learning platforms; the need for flexibility in meeting the changing
needs of individuals; and spaces that allow for co-mingling of living and learning spaces
(Oblinger, 2006).
Traditionally, academic libraries are “service places” where the physical space of
the building is only used for storing and managing information. They are transitioning to
learning spaces where the focus becomes “facilitating social exchanges through which
information is transformed into the knowledge of one person or group of people”
(Bennett, 2003, p.4). The transition of academic libraries to learning spaces happens
during a shift in pedagogy that recognizes that much of the student learning is taking
place outside of traditional classroom learning spaces. The concept of social learning
13

draws emphasis on how the students work together to understand complex issues. In
order to fully realize social learning, students must have spaces to gather outside of the
classroom, dorm, or home. This is where the academic library comes in (Demas &
Sherer, 2002).
A study conducted at Olin Library sought to understand the social learning needs
of the students at Rollins College before a major renovation was conducted
(Montgomery, 2014). A survey about how the students learned in particular spaces was
circulated in the spring of 2012 and again during spring 2013, before and after
renovations. These surveys were a supplement to previous space studies that conducted
before the renovations began (Montgomery, 2014).
The results of this study showed that students’ learning behaviors did not change
very much from before and after the renovations. However, overall entrance gate counts
did show a 15% increase in overall building users from 2012 to 2013. The physical
spaces served as social learning environments for the users and the new environment
fostered an atmosphere conducive to conversation and group work. While open spaces
for group collaboration are needed in social learning environments, the survey results
showed that students were also happy with increased spaces for individual study in a
flexible environment. Overall, the study existed to reinforce the diversity of needs when
it comes to student learning. The study also reinforced the idea of continually evolving
learning behaviors and how library spaces must be flexible enough to meet those needs
(Montgomery, 2014).
How Students Are Using Library Spaces
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In order to understand how students are using library spaces one must first
understand the type of students enrolled in college. Today’s student population has been
molded by the millennial generation where expectations for services and facilities are
concerned. The characteristic that is most pertinent to this project is the expectation to be
able to choose from a variety of options whether that is library collections, services, or
facilities (Sweeney, 2005). With a strong penchant for experiential learning, millennial
students often learn and study in a group environment. These students also value quiet
spaces for individual study. In keeping with the dominant characteristic, millennial
students want a variety of spaces to choose from that are flexible enough to be used for
different purposes (Sweeney, 2005).
Group study spaces are in high demand in academic libraries, but students want
study spaces that are more secluded such as group study rooms, rather than open spaces
(Applegate, 2009). In a study by Oliveira (2016) 54% of students preferred spaces
designed for group interactions and 46% preferred individual study areas. This reinforces
the idea that while group interactions are popular, individual study areas still need to be a
priority in academic libraries (Oliveira, 2016). Overall library usage also tends to go up
towards the end of the semester suggesting that library use is directly related to studying
as opposed to social interactions (Applegate, 2009).
Graduate students are perceived to value traditional individual study spaces in
library facilities more than undergraduates, but studies suggest that both groups value the
spaces. Undergraduates do have a slight edge over graduate students when looking at
open individual study areas, such as open research carrels or studying individually at
open tables, with 23.3% of undergraduates and 18% of graduates showing preference
15

(Oliveira, 2016). Surprisingly, graduate students are more interested in social spaces than
undergraduate students are (Oliveira, 2016). Overall, regardless of gender or program
level, students show a clear preference for individual study in a quiet environment
(Oliveira, 2016).
A mixed methods study conducted by Camille Andrews and Sara Wright (2015)
at Cornell University to gather feedback on the study behaviors and needs of the students
using Mann Library. Their findings were organized into several broad categories:
technology, furniture, ambience, and types of spaces. Andrews and Wright used the
feedback as part of ongoing renovation projects. Specific outcomes of their assessments
led to providing a greater variety of furniture that can be manipulated for different
uses/spaces, mobile whiteboards and partitions to create privacy for group study, LCD
screens and screen sharing technology, and more consistent branding with signage and
colors to illustrate collaborative spaces (Andrews & Wright, 2015). The findings in the
four broad categories are important to this action research project because they illustrate
needs for library spaces and services and help to provide a baseline for student
expectations.
Faculty Perceptions of Library Usage
Studies conducted about faculty perceptions of student library use show that
faculty see the academic library as an asset to students even if they are not working
directly with librarians. A 1997 study by Robert Baker examined faculty perceptions of
student library use at the community college level. Faculty members were giving
assignments to students that required them to use the library. The assignments were
given so that the students could become more familiar with the literature in their chosen
16

field and not so that they could develop their information literacy skills. This is a point of
disconnect since librarians are more focused on students strengthening their information
literacy skills that can be used for all of their studies. This disconnect could also be the
reason that teaching faculty and librarians often do not work with each other when
creating assignments that require library use (Baker, 1997).
Even if faculty ideas do not align with the goals of librarians, both groups believe
that library use will have a positive overall effect on the students. The results of Baker’s
(1997) study showed that faculty believed that student library use allows them to grow
intellectually and emotionally while improving their overall communication skills. Many
faculty believed that librarians have an important role in teaching students how to find
valuable information. Faculty members also perceived that librarians helped to create an
environment where students were welcomed into the library and encouraged to grow their
information literacy knowledge (Baker, 1997).
Sornam, Priya, and Prakash (2013) conducted a study to identify faculty
perceptions on library facilities and services in Autonomous Arts and Science Colleges in
Coimbatore City, India. The researchers surveyed 200 faculty members and recorded 151
responses for a 75.5% response rate. Survey results showed a significant correlation
between experience and service satisfaction (x=8.738, p<0.05) with the strongest
correlation being experience between 21-30 years and high level of service satisfaction
(Sornam, et al., 2013). Survey results also showed that 36% of respondents strongly
agreed that the library facility was well equipped with furniture and comfortable seating
(Sornam, et al., 2013). While this study has many limitations and was conducted on a
higher education system in a different country it helps to serve as a basis for creating a
17

survey to measure faculty and staff perceptions of Cook Library at The University of
Southern Mississippi.
Faculty perceptions on faculty use of library spaces is another area that can be
examined. Faculty perceptions can be used to identify overall importance of library
facilities and services. If faculty engagement with library facilities usage is positive, they
are more likely to perceive student library usage to be beneficial to the overall academic
environment (Engel & Antell, 2004).
Engel and Antell (2004) conducted a study at the University of Oklahoma where
they interviewed ten faculty members about use of designated faculty library spaces.
They found that these spaces were being used on a consistent basis with most of their
respondents using these areas between two and five times per week. Several themes
emerged that described the perceptions of library spaces (Engel & Antell, 2004).
Faculty members perceived the library spaces to be a quiet environment where
research related activities such as reading and writing could happen without interruption.
Many faculty choose to use the faculty spaces in the library rather than their offices or
homes. The location and close proximity to the stacks and periodicals also lent itself to
being a stimulating environment where faculty can browse the shelves and discover new
research. These faculty-designated spaces are seen as part of the natural progression of
someone who has a career in academia. The spaces have a positive influence on
productivity and, according to the faculty members interviewed; research would suffer if
they were not available (Engel & Antell, 2004).
Previous research conducted illustrates how libraries are playing a definitive role
in research and learning and how current students are using the learning spaces within
18

libraries. The research also takes a closer look at the attitudes of faculty towards library
facilities and services and how they interact with student learning. However, there is a
gap in the literature concerning the perceptions of library faculty/staff on student usage.
This study aims to bridge that gap by investigating the student usage behaviors and
faculty/staff perceptions of Cook Library at The University of Southern Mississippi.
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CHAPTER III - METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to investigate how students were currently using
the physical spaces in Cook Library and how faculty/staff in the library perceived student
usage. The study also aimed to investigate student preferences for physical spaces and
atmosphere as well as what enhancements would increase their use. The study consisted
of a quantitative web-based survey designed to answer the following research questions:
1. How do students use library spaces? Identify current student physical space usage
behaviors.
2. How do students want to use library spaces? Identify current student preferences
for physical library space usage.
3. How do librarians and library staff perceive library spaces are used? Identify
librarian and library staff perceptions for how students use physical library spaces.
Research Design
This study used a quantitative research design that utilized a web-based
questionnaire administered through Qualtrics® (See Appendix A). Qualtrics® is a webbased platform that allows users to create and disseminate surveys, record data, and
conduct simple analysis in an online environment. The University of Southern
Mississippi provides free access to this software for the campus community. The
researcher chose a cross-sectional survey design to illustrate the usage of students and
perceptions of faculty/staff. The cross-sectional design was chosen since the research
objective was to obtain current, one-time information (Ruel, Wagner, & Gillespie, 2016).

Instrument
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The survey was designed to gather information to answer the research questions
through a series of closed-ended, ranking, Likert scale, and open-ended questions. All
participants answered the same demographic questions. The last demographic question
pertained to the participant’s classification on campus. The survey utilized skip logic to
direct participants to a set of questions specific to that classification (undergraduate,
graduate, faculty/staff). The question sets were divided into two different groups: one for
students (undergraduate and graduate) and the other for faculty/staff. The only difference
between the groups was that student questions asked for actual library usage while
faculty/staff questions pertained to their perceptions of student library usage. Each set of
questions was then further divided into topical subgroups: a) current library usage and
general climate perceptions, b) future needs and enhancements, c) open-ended analysis of
strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities for improvements.
Timeline
The survey instrument was developed during the summer of 2018 and revisions
were made after receiving feedback from two faculty reviewers. Since this research
involved human subjects, the researcher submitted an application to the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) in August 2018 (See Appendix B). The researcher received IRB
approval on September 26, 2018. The survey was activated on October 8, 2018 and
closed on December 7, 2018 for a total data collection period of eight weeks.
Participants
The population sampled for this study included undergraduate, graduate, and
faculty/staff from The University of Southern Mississippi. The specific population of
students consisted of undergraduate and graduate students who have utilized the physical
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spaces within Cook Library. Purposive sampling, while not being representative of the
entire student population, was chosen since the data would still illustrate current student
space usage.
Student participants were recruited through an announcement sent out via the
USM Mailout system (See Appendix C). The announcement highlighted the importance
of participation from the targeted population and included specific information about the
study including the purpose and goals of the study.. The announcement also included
logistical information that every participant needed to know before participating such as
an estimation of how much time would be needed to complete the survey, dates for the
data collection period, IRB approval information, contact information for the researcher,
and a link to the online survey. The announcement ran weekly in the USM Mailout
during the data collection period. Students gave consent by clicking on the electronic
survey link contained within the mailout announcement.
The population for the faculty/staff survey was narrowed down to include only
faculty/staff whose offices were located in Cook Library. This decision would ensure
participants were familiar with student library usage while excluding faculty/staff who
may not have the same exposure to student usage patterns. This population included
faculty/staff employed by University Libraries, the iTech Help Desk, the Speaking
Center, the Writing Center, the School of Library and Information Science, and
Starbucks.
A targeted email announcement was sent to all faculty/staff who reside in Cook
Library to encourage their participation in the study (See Appendix D). The email
contained information about the purpose and importance of the study along with an
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explanation of why they were selected to participate. The email also contained
information about confidentiality, participant risk, IRB approval, and contact information
for any questions. Faculty/staff gave consent by clicking on the link to the electronic
survey.
Although the participant groups were recruited in different ways, the information
contained in the student announcement and faculty/staff letter remained consistent
between groups. Consent for participation, for both groups, was given by accessing the
electronic survey link.
Data Collection Procedures
The data were collected through an anonymous online questionnaire accessed by
students, faculty, and staff via Qualtrics®. To preserve the confidentiality of the
respondents, no personal data was collected. Data was collected for an eight week
period. After data was collected, the number of completed surveys and response counts
were recorded. Of the 97 surveys that were started, 78 were completed; this resulted in a
completion rate of 80.4%. The researcher computed descriptive and summary statistics
using Qualtrics® and Excel. SPSS was used for more in depth statistical analysis. In
addition, the answers to open-ended questions were coded and analyzed.
Assumptions/Limitations
Survey-based data collection created a set of assumptions and limitations of which the
researcher must be aware. Assumptions that affected this study were:
1. All respondents would answer the survey questions honestly.
2. The criteria that make up the survey questions were an appropriate measure of the
research questions.
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Limitations that must be considered were:
1. The target populations may not have accurately reflected the population as a
whole.
2. Self-reported data could be potentially affected by the individual’s bias.
3. Data could be potentially affected by respondents who had not used the physical
spaces in Cook Library.
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CHAPTER IV – FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter the researcher will present and discuss the research findings from
the study which will be presented in the following sections. The first section of the
chapter is an overview of participant demographics. Understanding the participant
demographics will allow the reader to better understand the findings that follow. Section
two focuses on how current students are using the physical spaces in Cook Library, while
section three examines student preferences for space usage and enhancements to spaces.
The fourth section provides an overview of how library faculty/staff perceive students are
using the physical spaces as well as faculty/staff perceptions on student preferences for
spaces and enhancements. The fifth section combines the participant groups and
highlights similarities and differences between student usage and faculty/staff
perceptions. Lastly, the researcher discusses how the findings affect the campus
community while also providing recommendations to library leadership for building
arrangement and future enhancements to Cook Library spaces.
Participant Demographics
All participants were current students, faculty, or staff at The University of
Southern Mississippi. Ninety-seven participants started the online survey, and 78 78
participants completed the survey. Only the completed surveys were included in the data
analysis. The population for completed surveys were as follows: undergraduate students
(n=32), graduate students (n=21), and faculty/staff (n=25).
Age.
The demographic category included questions about age, race, gender, college or
service area association, and campus classification. When examining the first
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demographic category, age, the majority of respondents, 41% (n=32), fell into the 18-24
years old age range. The remaining categories were 19.2% (n=15) at 25-34 years old,
19.2% (n=15) at 35-44 years old, 11.5% (n=9) at 45-54 years old, 7.8% (n=6) at 45-54
years old, and 1.3% (n=1) at 65 years or older.
Race.
The second demographic examined was the racial breakdown of the participants
as shown in Table 1. The majority of participants, 84.6%, identified as White; 11.6% as
Other; and 3.8% as African American. It was not surprising to see that the majority of
respondents identified as White since the student demographic at The University of
Southern Mississippi is 62.6% White, 26.4% Black, and 10.9% Other (Asian, Hispanic,
Multiracial, Pacific Islander) (USM Institutional Research Fact Book, 2018).
Table 1
Race/Ethnic Diversity and Classification
Race
Undergraduate

Graduate

Faculty/Staff

African American

2

1

0

Asian

0

0

0

Native American

0

0

0

White

26

16

24

Other

4

4

1

Gender.
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Over three-quarters of the study participants self-identified as female. Almost
20% of participants identified as male (n=15) and two participants chose not to disclose
their gender. A detailed breakdown of gender by classification is found in Figure 1.

Number of Responses

30
25
20
15

26

10

17 18

5
5

4

6

1

0

1

0

0

0

0
Male

Female

Prefer Not to Say

Prefer to Selfdescribe

Gender
Undergraduate Students

Graduate Students

Faculty/Staff

Figure 1. Gender demographics grouped by classification.
College/service area.
The last demographic question participants responded to identified the college or
service are with which they are associated. Choices included the four academic colleges,
as well as the Honors College, University Libraries, and the auxiliary service areas that
are located within Cook Library. The highest concentration of participants, 36% (n=28),
were associated with the College of Arts and Sciences. Figure 2 illustrates the overall
number of survey participants and their self-reported college or service area affiliation.
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2.6%
7.7%
36.0%

15.4%

5.1%
2.6%
28.0%

2.6%

Arts and Sciences
Business and Economic Development
Education and Human Sciences
Nursing and Health Proessions
Honors College
University Libraries
Auxiliary Services
Not Sure
Figure 2. Participant’s campus affiliation by university college or service area.
Physical Space Usage by Current Students
The researcher developed five questions designed to determine how students use
the available physical spaces in Cook Library. These questions included information
about time and length of last library visit, what tasks or services the participant has used
in the library, what furniture or equipment they have used, and their feedback on the
general climate in Cook Library.
Approximately 94% (n=30) of undergraduate students reported that they visited
Cook Library within the past week or past two weeks. Of those who visited in the past
two weeks, 50% (n= 15) spent more than two hours, 40% (n=12) spent one to two hours,
and 10% (n=3) were in the library less than one hour. Eighty-five percent (n=17) of
graduate students reported that they visited Cook Library within the past week or past
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two weeks. Of those who visited in the past two weeks, 58% (n=10) spent more than two
hours, 12% (n=2) spent one to two hours, and 30% (n=5) spent less than one hour. Table
2 illustrates how those students were using Cook Library during their visits.
Table 2
Ranking of student library usage by classification
Graduate Students

Undergraduate Students
1. Class assignments/course

1. Individual study

preparation

2. Class assignments/course preparation

2. Individual study
3. Visiting auxiliary services (Starbucks, iTech
3. Printing
Help Desk, Writing Center, or Speaking
4. Group study or discussion
Center)
5. Visiting auxiliary services
4. Group study or discussion
(Starbucks, iTech Help Desk,
5. Use library databases

Writing Center, or Speaking

6. Printing

Center)
6. Socializing

7. Use or check out books

7. Use or check out books
8. Internet/email access
8. Use library databases
9. Socializing

9. Internet/email access

10. Attend a workshop or class in the library

10. Attend a workshop or class in the

11. Other – graduate assistant office located in

library

Cook Library
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Undergraduate Students.
Both undergraduate and graduate students were asked how often they used
specific items such as different types of furniture, resources, and areas within Cook
Library. Response choices included daily, weekly, monthly, one - two times per
semester, once per year, and never. Initial findings show that the majority of
undergraduate students utilized the following on a weekly basis: large tables (35.5%,
n=11), soft chairs (35.5%, n=11), wooden chairs (40.6%, n=13), library computers (25%,
n=8), individual study carrels (34.4%, n=11), quiet study areas (31.3%, n=10) and
printing (37.5%, n=12). Scanning resources were never used (58.1%, n=18). While
students reported utilizing the group study rooms (32.3%, n=10) on a monthly basis.
Figure 3 illustrates the data for library usage for undergraduate students.

Figure 3. Undergraduate student usage by percentage
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Graduate Students.
Graduate student (n=21) usage responses illustrated different patterns from
undergraduates. The majority of graduate students utilized soft chairs (28.6%, n=6) and
quiet study areas (23.8%, n= 5) on a weekly basis. Large tables (28.6%, n=6) and wooden
chairs (28.6%, n=6) on a monthly basis. Resources such as library computers (33.3%,
n=7), scanners (71.4%, n=15), and printers (28.6%, n=6) were used once per year or
never used. Individual study carrels (38.1%, n= 8) and group study rooms (35%, n=7)
were reported as never being used. Figure 4 illustrates the data for library usage for
graduate students.

Figure 4. Graduate student usage by percentage.
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Climate.
When undergraduate and graduate students were asked to rate their perceptions of
the overall climate in Cook Library, the majority (n= 34) either strongly agree or agree
that the climate embraces diversity. Students strongly agree or agree that the library
provides a safe (n=41), friendly (n=39), and accepting (n=39) environment that is
beneficial to overall wellness. The student populations somewhat agree or neither agree
nor disagree that the environment is noisy (n=32). Student responses were evenly split
on the climate facilitating student/faculty interaction with 26 participants responding with
some level of agreement and 26 participants responding with either neutral or
disagreement. See Figure 5 for all climate response data.
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9
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5
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Figure 5. Perceptions of overall climate by undergraduate and graduate students.
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Preferences for Space Usage by Current Students
The survey consisted of four questions that pertained to student preferences for
space usage and enhancements that could improve the current spaces. When examined
with data on how students are using current spaces, the researcher was able to gain a
more accurate picture of how students use library spaces. The questions specifically
related to student preferences for individual and group study, preferences for silent study,
criteria for choosing current spaces, and beneficial space enhancements.
Students were asked to rank five different areas in Cook Library according to
their preferences on where to study alone and also with a group. For individual study, the
second floor quiet study area had the highest ranking for undergraduate students followed
by the social areas on the first and second floors. The third floor (conversational), fourth
floor (whisper), and the fifth floor (silent) had the lowest rankings. Graduate students
preferred the fifth floor for individual study. Followed by the fourth floor, second floor
quiet study areas, third floor, and social areas. Undergraduate and graduate students were
asked to rank their preferences of four different areas for group study. The fifth floor was
intentionally left out of the choices since group study is not allowed on the silent floor.
Both student groups ranked the social areas being the highest, then third floor, second
floor quiet study areas, and the fourth floor. The ranking of the areas further illustrates
the findings of 69% (n=22) of undergraduate students and 65% (n=13) of graduate
students prefer a silent study environment.
Participants were asked to rank different criteria according to importance when
choosing a study space in Cook Library. The ten criteria to choose from addressed a
mixture of choices related to atmosphere, resources and services, and furniture. Sixty33

nine percent (n=36) of undergraduate and graduate students felt that the criteria listed
were important to very important to their decision making process. The top three most
important criteria for undergraduate students are access to individual study areas (65.6%,
n=21), comfortable seating (59.4%, n=19), and group study room availability (46.9%,
n=15). Graduate students identified the top three most important criteria as access to
individual study areas (52.4%, n=11), comfortable seating (57.1%, n=11), and low noise
level (42.9%, n=9). The lowest ranked criteria for undergraduates were ability to receive
assistance from library personnel (28.1%, n=9), printing (28.1%, n=9), and the
availability of library computers (25%, n=8). For graduate students the lowest ranked
were the availability of library computers (33.3%, n=7), printing (28.6%, n=6), and the
ability to use a cell phone (23.8%, n=5).
The last question on the student survey asked participants which types of spaces
would enhance their use of Cook Library. Both undergraduate and graduate students
responded that the addition of soundproofed group study rooms would be their top
enhancement choice from a list of seven possible enhancements. Table 3 illustrates the
space enhancement rankings for both set undergraduate and graduate students.
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Table 3
Ranking of space enhancements by classification
Undergraduate Students

Graduate Students

1. Soundproofed group study rooms

1. Soundproofed group study rooms

2. Additional quiet study spaces

2. Spaces to explore and use new
technologies

3. Additional group study spaces

3. Additional group study spaces

4. Spaces for collaborative learning

4. Spaces for collaborative learning

5. Spaces to explore and use new

5. Additional quiet study spaces

technologies
6. Additional spaces for socializing

6. Additional spaces for socializing

7. Other – more comfortable lounge

7. Other – monitored spaces, more

type spaces, more comfortable

comfortable chairs on upper floors,

furniture, more outlets to charge
devices, better designation between
social and quiet areas, aesthetically
pleasing places, and better coffee
than Starbucks

Faculty/Staff Perceptions on Student Space Usage and Preferences
Faculty/staff who work inside of Cook Library were asked to complete questions
based on their perceptions of student space usage. The questions were designed to be
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aligned with actual student usage according to constructs. The majority of faculty/staff
(80.7%, n=21) reported observing students using Cook Library within the past week.
Forty-six percent (n=12) of the faculty/staff participants observed students for more than
two hours and 42% (n=11) observed students for less than one hour. Table 4 illustrates
the frequencies with which faculty/staff perceive students use library physical spaces.
Table 4
Frequencies of faculty/staff perceptions of student library usage
Percent of
N
Class assignments/Course

Cases
23

92.0%

Individual study

23

92.0%

Group study or discussion

25

100.0%

Socializing

21

84.0%

Internet/email access

21

84.0%

Printing

22

88.0%

Attend a workshop or class in

17

68.0%

Use library databases

15

60.0%

Use or check out books

17

68.0%

preparation

the library

The data analysis revealed that the majority of faculty/staff perceive that students
use all of the listed furniture, resources, and areas listed in Figure 6.
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9
3
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6
4
4
2
0

18
4
1
2
0
0

Never

Figure 6. Faculty/staff perceptions on usage
Faculty/staff responses to the question about their perceptions of the general
climate they agree that students perceive Cook Library as a place that is embracing
diversity (62.5%, n=15), safe (44%, n=11), supportive of collaboration (52%, n=13),
friendly (44%, n=11), facilitating student/faculty interaction (29%, n=7), and accepting
(44%, n=11). Faculty/staff respondents somewhat agree that students perceive the
building to be confusing (36%, n=9), they neither agree nor disagree that the space is
beneficial to overall wellness (28%, n=7) and noisy (36%, n=9), and they disagree that
students perceive the spaces as unwelcoming (36%, n=9).
Faculty/staff perceptions on student preferences for individual study indicate that
they believe that students would gravitate to the silent/quiet study spaces first and then
progress to more conversational spaces. The top choice for individual study was the fifth
floor, followed by the second floor quiet study area, fourth floor, third floor, and social
areas, respectively. For group study environments, students are perceived as wanting
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social spaces as their top choice, the third floor as second, second floor quiet study area
as third, and the fourth floor as the last choice.
Faculty/staff were also asked to rank different criteria according to perceived
importance for students when choosing a study space in Cook Library. The ten criteria
listed addressed a mixture of choices related to atmosphere, resources and services, and
furniture. Sixty-four percent of faculty/staff believe printing services is a top criteria for
how students choose space. Other areas that faculty/staff perceived to be very important
to important for students were group study rooms (56%, n=14), ability to receive
assistance from library personnel (56%, n=14), and areas for group study (52%, n=13).
Criteria perceived as important are the ability to use cell phone (52%, n=13), comfortable
seating (48%, n=12), individual study areas (48%, n=12), and the immediate availability
of library computers (44%, n=11). Criteria perceived as moderately important were
access to books and/or journals (43%, n=10) and low noise levels (35%, n=7).
Faculty/staff also responded to a question targeting which specific enhancements
they believe would be beneficial for student’s use of the current spaces in Cook Library.
The top rated choice was additional spaces for collaborative learning (22%, n=19), and
the lowest rated choice was additional quiet study spaces (9%, n=8). Figure 7 illustrates
the faculty/staff responses for enhancements to Cook Library spaces.
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Figure 7. Faculty/staff perceptions of student preferences for enhancements
Students and faculty/staff cross tabulations
The researcher chose to conduct cross tabulations between the student group
(undergraduate and graduate students) and faculty/staff on three of the survey questions.
The questions were selected because they best illustrated the relationship between
students and faculty/staff perceptions in order to answer the research questions. The
chosen survey questions were:
1. How have you used or perceived students have used Cook Library this year?
2. When deciding which space to use in Cook Library, please check the following
criteria by level of importance or perceived importance.
3. Which of the following kinds of spaces would enhance student use of Cook
Library?
A breakdown of the cross tabulation for the first question, library usage, is illustrated in
Table 5 below.
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Table 5
Library Usage Cross Tabulation
Students

Faculty/Staff

Class assignments/course preparation

75.5%

92.0%

Individual study

75.5%

92.0%

Group study or discussion

56.6%

100.0%

Socializing

35.8%

84.0%

Internet/email access

30.2%

84.0%

Printing

58.5%

88.0%

Attend a workshop or class in the library

15.1%

68.0%

Use library databases

41.5%

60.0%

Use or check out books

41.5%

68.0%

Have not used Cook Library at all this

3.8%

0.0%

Visiting an auxiliary service

56.6%

0.0%

Class assignments/course preparation

75.5%

92.0%

year

The cross tabulated responses for the question pertaining to criteria for choosing spaces
in Cook Library show that students designated more criteria as important to choosing
spaces (36.5, n=19), while within the faculty/staff classification the majority of responses
concerning level of importance were moderately important (35%, n=7). Table 6
illustrates the data for each criteria selection.
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Table 6
Criteria for Choosing Spaces Cross Tabulation
Not Important

Slightly Important

Moderately Important

Important

Very Important

Stu.

F/S

Stu.

F/S

Stu.

F/S

Stu.

F/S

Stu.

F/S

Low noise

1.9%

0.0%

7.7%

20.0%

21.2%

35.0%

26.5%

20.0%

32.7%

25.0%

Printing

28.8%

8.0%

7.7%

16.0%

23.1%

12.0%

23.1%

32.0%

17.3%

32.0%

Books/journals

13.7%

17.4%

19.6%

26.1%

19.6%

17.4%

27.5%

26.1%

19.6%

13.0%

Computer availability

26.9%

0.0%

19.2%

4.0%

9.6%

16.0%

21.2%

4.4%

23.1%

3.6%

Group study areas

7.7%

0.0%

15.4%

0.0%

19.2%

28.0%

21.2%

20.0%

36.5%

52.0%

Library assistance availability

25.0%

12.0%

21.2%

16.0%

15.4%

16.0%

15.4%

24.0%

23.1%

32.0%

Ability to use cell phones

1.9%

0.0%

11.5%

20.0%

28.8%

12.0%

11.5%

52.0%

28.8%

16.0%

Comfortable seating

1.9%

4.0%

1.9%

4.0%

19.2%

12.0%

19.2%

48.0%

57.7%

32.0%

Individual study areas

0.0%

0.0%

3.8%

4.0%

11.5%

20.0%

25.0%

48.0%

59.6%

28.0%

Group study rooms

5.8%

0.0%

17.3%

0.0%

25.0%

24.0%

11.5%

20.0%

40.4%

56.0%

Table 7 illustrates the cross tabulated responses for the third question pertaining to
enhanced spaces in Cook Library.
Table 7
Cook Library Enhancements Cross Tabulation
Students
Additional group study

Faculty/Staff

49.0%

68.0%

46.9%

32.0%

spaces
Additional quiet study
spaces
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Table 7 (continued)
Soundproofed group study

65.3%

60.0%

44.9%

76.0%

30.6%

52.0%

46.9%

60.0%

rooms
Spaces for collaborative
learning
Additional spaces for
socializing
Spaces to explore and use
new technologies

Discussion and Recommendations
Discussion.
This research shows that undergraduate and graduate students are using the spaces
in Cook Library in the same ways. The results show that the five highest ranked uses are
the same for both student participant groups. Students are using the physical spaces in
Cook Library primarily for individual/group study and completing class assignments.
Library specific services and materials, such as access to resources or services (books,
computers, and workshops) were primarily ranked in the bottom half of student usage.
While most of the usage data between the two student groups were similar, there were
two areas that differed between the two groups. Undergraduate students reported a
higher emphasis on access to printing (ranked third highest) as compared to graduate
students (ranked sixth highest), while graduate students reported that access to library
databases ranks higher than printing for their needs. This could possibly be due to the
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differences in pedagogy between the student groups. The data also illustrates that
undergraduate students are more aware of the socialization aspect of the spaces.
Undergraduates ranked socialization sixth out of ten while graduate students ranked
socialization as nine out of eleven.
Faculty/staff perceptions of use align with the student usage results in that class
assignments/course preparation and individual study rank among the top perceptions of
use and actual student usage. Faculty/staff unanimously perceive that students use the
spaces in the library for group study while only 56.6% (n=30) of combined student
groups indicated usage. Faculty/staff also perceive that 84% (n=21) of students use the
building for socializing while 35.8% (n=19) of students actually chose that option. The
difference in the perceptions versus actual usage data for group study and socialization
may relate to how the different groups perceive what studying looks like. Further
research is needed to examine which characteristics define “studying” to each of the
participant groups. The researcher could imply that these characteristics are the cause of
the difference in responses, but data would be needed to support the claim.
Library resources and services are also another area where faculty/staff
perceptions of use are greater than actual student usage. More than half of the
faculty/staff responses illustrate the belief that students use the library for access to
databases (60%, n=17), use or check out books (68%, n=17), or attend a workshop or
class in the library (68%, n=17). However the actual student usage data illustrates a
much lower response rate than the faculty/staff perceptions. The combined student
groups use databases or use or check out books at a rate of 41.5% (n=22), respectively,
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and only 15.1% (n=8) of students responded that they have attended a workshop or class
in the library.
The differences in faculty/staff perceptions versus actual student usage data
illustrates a disconnect between student needs and faculty/staff perceptions. Library
faculty/staff still perceive that traditional library resources and services are at the
forefront of student needs, when the data shows that students are more focused on the
spaces and climate. Student data exhibits the need for individual study areas,
comfortable seating, and low noise as their top criteria, whereas faculty/staff perceive that
access to printing, group study rooms, access to library assistance, and areas for group
study would be the most important.
Preferences for spaces for individual study illustrate that undergraduate students
generally try to find spaces on the first two floors to meet their needs before utilizing the
spaces available on floors three – five of the library. This finding contradicts the data
that illustrates the majority of students are looking for quiet spaces for individual study.
The data collected from faculty/staff supports the researcher’s assumption that students
would prefer the quieter, upper floors for individual study over the social areas. The
preference for spaces on the more social floors also connects with the daily usage of large
tables. The researcher questions whether students want to use large tables for individual
study or if they are using them because it is what is available in the spaces where they are
most comfortable. More research is needed to identify student preferences for furniture
usage.
Recommendations for library administration.
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After analyzing the data, the researcher recommends that library administration
look about how the spaces in Cook Library contribute to how students are using the
library. This research indicates that the focus should be shifted from providing access to
library resources and services to providing improved physical spaces for students.
Improvements to consider include: providing additional quiet; individual study spaces;
soundproofing existing group study rooms and adding additional rooms where available;
access to more electrical outlets; combining library service points; and creating unique
spaces for graduate students.
The current atmosphere model where noise level corresponds with floor goes with
the data; however, additional steps should also be taken to enhance the utilization of the
third – fifth floors by undergraduate students. One way to accomplish this would be to
weed the library print collections in order to reduce the size of the stacks on the upper
floors. The newly freed up space could then be repurposed for quieter, open study spaces
or soundproofed group study rooms, both of which were in the top five enhancements for
both undergraduate and graduate students. Another way to create more open study spaces
on these floors would be to reduce the overall number of public computers in the
building. The student data reflects that access to library computers is low on their
priority list. Suggestions for improvement submitted via the open ended survey questions
included more electrical outlets for personal technology devices.
Multiple service desks could be combined to one general service point for all
student needs. The data shows that students do not place a lot of importance on
immediate access to library assistance or resources, so this model should not be a
hindrance to their use of the library. A single service point would reduce confusion about
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where students can find library assistance while streamlining the use of library staff and
student employees.
The data illustrates that graduate students are using library spaces for more
academic needs and less for socializing with peer groups than undergraduate students.
An underutilized area in the current building could be converted to accommodate a
graduate student study lounge or individual research carrels could be converted to
graduate student only carrels. Research carrels could be placed on a reservation system
and not available to the entire campus community. Repurposing individual research
carrels from semester long rentals available to anyone on campus to an hourly reservation
system only for graduate students would ensure that there would be adequate spaces
available for graduate student use. Providing controlled access graduate only spaces
would provide the climate that graduate students need to complete their course
requirements without having to compete with the undergraduate student population for
the other available spaces.
Conclusion
As students and student learning changes over time the spaces within Cook
Library can also be adapted to meet their changing needs. Library administration and
leadership should continue to survey and assess the needs of the campus community and
work together to make changes as possible. Library funding is limited but improvements
can be made by listening to student needs and brainstorming ways that those needs can be
met within the confines of the library’s budget. Academic libraries across the country
have adapted to the changing needs and challenges that come with those needs. Cook
Library can continue to be an integral part of student learning by ensuring that decisions
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are data driven and relevant to the actual needs of the campus. Embracing a culture of
assessment will ensure that building arrangements, atmosphere, and services will remain
as relevant as possible. In the future, library leaders will need to put more emphasis on
the role that the physical spaces and library environment play in the lives of the campus
community.
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APPENDIX A – Cook Library Space Usage Survey

Cook Library Space Usage Survey - 2018
Cook Library Space Usage Survey
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Q1 What is your age?

o Under 18 years old (1)
o 18 - 24 years (2)
o 25 - 34 years (3)
o 35 - 44 years (4)
o 45 - 54 years (5)
o 55 - 64 years (6)
o 65 years or older (7)

Q2 What would best describe you?

o African American (1)
o Asian (2)
o Native American (3)
o White (4)
o Other (5) ________________________________________________
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Q3 What best describes your gender?

o Male (1)
o Female (2)
o Prefer not to say (3)
o Prefer to self-describe (4) ________________________________________________
Q4 What college or service
area are you associated?

o Arts and Sciences (1)
o Business and Economic Development (2)
o Education and Human Sciences (3)
o Nursing and Health Professions (4)
o Honors College (5)
o University Libraries (6)
o Auxiliary Service located within Cook Library (Starbucks, iTech, Speaking Center,
Writing Center, Title IX) (7)

o Not Sure (13)
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Q5 What is your classification?

o Undergraduate student (1)
o Graduate student (2)
o Faculty (3)
o Staff (4)
Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q6 When was your last visit to Cook Library?

o Within the past week (1)
o Within the past two weeks (2)
o Within the past month (3)
o Last semester (4)
o Last year (5)
o I have never physically visited Cook Library (6)
Skip To: End of Survey If When was your last visit to Cook Library? = I have never physically visited Cook
Library
Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student
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Q7 How long were you in Cook Library during your last visit?

o Less than one hour (1)
o One to two hours (2)
o More than two hours (3)
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q8 How have you used Cook Library this year? (please check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Class assignments/course preparation (1)
Individual study (2)
Group study or discussion (3)
Socializing (4)
Internet/email access (5)
Printing (6)
Attend a workshop or class in the library (7)
Use library databases (8)
Use or check out books (9)
Have not used Cook Library at all this year (10)

Visiting an auxiliary service (Starbucks, iTech Help Desk, Writing Center, Speaking
Center, School of Library and Information Science (12)

▢

Other (please specify) (11) ________________________________________________

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student
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Q9 When visiting for INDIVIDUAL study or work, what would be your order of
preference for the following spaces in Cook Library? (1 is first choice, 2 is second
choice, etc.)
______ Social areas (Main Lobby, Learning Commons, Starbucks, 2nd Floor Lobby Area, 2nd
Floor South) (1)
______ 2nd Floor Quiet Study Area (2)
______ Conversational Floor (3rd floor) (3)
______ Whisper Floor (4th floor) (4)
______ Silent Floor (5th floor) (5)

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q10 When visiting for GROUP study or work, what would be your order of preference
for the following spaces in Cook Library? (1 is first choice, 2 is second choice, etc.)
______ Social Areas (Main Lobby, Learning Commons, Starbucks, 2nd Floor Lobby Area, 2nd
Floor South) (1)
______ 2nd Floor Quiet Study Area (2)
______ Conversational Floor (3rd Floor) (3)
______ Whisper Floor (4th floor) (4)

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student
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Q11 Do you prefer a silent study environment?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q12 When deciding which space to use in Cook Library, please check the following
criteria by level of importance.
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Very
Important
(1)

Important
(2)

Low noise
level (1)

o

o

Printing (2)

o

Books
and/or
journals (3)

Moderately
Important
(3)

Slightly
Important
(4)

Not
Important
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Immediate
availability
of library
computers
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Areas for
group study
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

Ability to
receive
assistance
from library
personnel
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

Ability to
use cell
phone (7)

o

o

o

o

o

Comfortable
seating (8)

o

o

o

o

o

Individual
study areas
(9)

o

o

o

o

o

Group study
rooms (10)

o

o

o

o

o

Other
(please
specify)
(11)

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q13 How often do you use the following?

Daily (1)

Weekly
(2)

Monthly
(3)

1-2 times
per
semester
(4)

Once a
year (5)

Never (6)

Large
tables (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Individual
study
carrels (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Group
study
rooms (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Soft chairs
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wooden
chairs (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Library
computers
(6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Quiet study
areas (7)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Scanners
(8)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Printers (9)

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q14 Which of the following kinds of spaces would enhance your use of Cook Library?
(please check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Additional group study spaces (1)
Additional quiet study spaces (2)
Soundproofed group study rooms (3)
Spaces for collaborative learning (4)
Additional spaces for socializing (5)
Spaces to explore and use new technologies (6)
Other (please specify) (7) ________________________________________________

End of Block: Block 6
Start of Block: Default Question Block
Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student
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Q15 Please rate your perception of the general climate in Cook Library.

Strongly
Agree
(1)

Agree
(2)

Somewhat
agree (3)

Neither
agree
nor
disagree
(4)

Somewhat
disagree
(5)

Disagree
(6)

Strongly
disagree
(7)

Embraces
Diversity (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Safe (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Supportive of
Collaboration
(3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Friendly (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Confusing (5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Facilitates
student/faculty
interaction (6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Beneficial to
overall
wellness (7)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Noisy (8)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Unwelcoming
(9)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Accepting
(10)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q16 When you are working or studying in Cook Library, how often do you need:
Always (1)

Most of the
time (2)

About half
the time (3)

Sometimes
(4)

Never (5)

Absolute
silence (1)

o

o

o

o

o

Quiet
(whispers) (2)

o

o

o

o

o

Background
noise/white
noise (3)

o

o

o

o

o

Social
environment
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

End of Block: Default Question Block
Start of Block: Block 6
Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q17 What is your favorite area in Cook Library and why?
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q18 What do you consider the strengths of Cook Library physical spaces?

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q19 What do you consider the weaknesses of Cook Library physical spaces?

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Undergraduate student
Or What is your classification? = Graduate student

Q20 What suggestions do you have for improvement of Cook Library physical spaces?
End of Block: Block 6
Start of Block: Block 7
Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Staff
Or What is your classification? = Faculty
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Q21 When did you last observe students visiting Cook Library?

o Within the past week (1)
o Within the past two weeks (2)
o Within the past month (3)
o Last semester (4)
o Last year (5)
o I have never physically observed students in Cook Library (6)
Skip To: End of Survey If When did you last observe students visiting Cook Library? = I have never physically
observed students in Cook Library
Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q22 How long did you personally observe students using Cook Library during that visit?

o Less than one hour (1)
o One to two hours (2)
o More than two hours (3)
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q23 How do you perceive students have used Cook Library this year? (please check all
that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Class assignments/course preparation (1)
Individual study (2)
Group study or discussion (3)
Socializing (4)
Internet/email access (5)
Printing (6)
Attend a workshop or class in the library (7)
Use library databases (8)
Use or check out books (9)
Have no perceptions of student library useage (10)
Other (please specify) (11) ________________________________________________

End of Block: Block 7
Start of Block: Block 8
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q24 What do you feel would be a student's order of preference for the following spaces
in Cook Library when visiting for INDIVIDUAL study? (1 is first choice, 2 is second
choice, etc.)
______ Social areas (Main Lobby, Learning Commons, Starbucks, 2nd Floor Lobby Area, 2nd
Floor South) (1)
______ 2nd Floor Quiet Study Area (2)
______ Conversational Floor (3rd Floor) (3)
______ Whisper Floor (4th Floor) (4)
______ Silent Floor (5th Floor) (5)

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q25 What do you feel would be a student's order of preference for the following spaces
in Cook Library when visiting for GROUP study? (1 is first choice, 2 is second choice,
etc.)
______ Social areas (Main Lobby, Learning Commons, Starbucks, 2nd Floor Lobby Area, 2nd
Floor South) (1)
______ 2nd Floor Quiet Study Area (2)
______ Conversational Floor (3rd Floor) (3)
______ Whisper Floor (4th Floor) (4)
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q26 Do you feel that students prefer a silent study environment?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff
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Q27 Please check the following criteria by perceived level of importance of how you
believe students are deciding which space to use in Cook Library?
Very
Important
(1)

Important
(2)

Low noise
level (1)

o

o

Printing (2)

o

Books
and/or
journals (3)

Moderately
Important
(3)

Slightly
Important
(4)

Not
Important
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Immediate
availability
of library
computers
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Areas for
group study
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

Ability to
receive
assistance
from library
personnel (6)

o

o

o

o

o

Ability to
use cell
phone (7)

o

o

o

o

o

Comfortable
seating (8)

o

o

o

o

o

Individual
study areas
(9)

o

o

o

o

o

Group study
rooms (10)

o

o

o

o

o

Other
(please
specify) (11)

o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q28 How often do you think students use the following?
Monthly (3)

1-2 times per
semester (4)

Once a year
(5)

Daily (1)

Weekly (2)

Large tables (1)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Individual
study carrels (2)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Group study
rooms (3)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Soft chairs (4)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Wooden chairs
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Library
computers (6)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Quiet study
areas (7)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Scanners (8)

o

o

o

o

o

o

Printers (9)

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Never (6)

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q29 Which of the following kinds of spaces do you feel students would prefer to enhance
their use of Cook Library? (please check all that apply)

▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢
▢

Additional group study spaces (1)
Additional quiet study spaces (2)
Soundproofed group study rooms (3)
Spaces for collaborative learning (4)
Additional spaces for socializing (5)
Spaces to explore and use new technologies (6)
Other (please specify) (7) ________________________________________________

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff
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Q30 Please rate your perception of the general climate in Cook Library.
Strongly
Agree (1)

Agree
(2)

Somewhat
agree (3)

Neither
agree nor
disagree
(4)

Somewhat
disagree
(5)

Disagree
(6)

Strongly
disagree
(7)

Embraces
Diversity (1)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Safe (2)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Supportive of
collaboration
(3)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Friendly (4)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Confusing (5)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Facilitates
student/faculty
interaction (6)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Beneficial to
overall
wellness (7)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Noisy (8)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Unwelcoming
(9)

o

o o

o

o

o

o

Accepting
(10)

o

o o

o

o

o

o
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Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q31 When students are working or studying in Cook Library, how often do you perceive
they need:
Always (1)

Most of the
time (2)

About half
the time (3)

Sometimes
(4)

Never (5)

Absolute
silence (1)

o

o

o

o

o

Quiet
(whispers) (2)

o

o

o

o

o

Background
noise/white
noise (3)

o

o

o

o

o

Social
environment
(4)

o

o

o

o

o

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q32 What do you perceive to be the favorite area for students in Cook Library and why?

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff
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Q33 What do you think students perceive as the strengths of Cook Library's physical
spaces?

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q34 What do you think students perceive as the weaknesses of Cook Library's physical
spaces?

Display This Question:
If What is your classification? = Faculty
Or What is your classification? = Staff

Q35 What do you think students believe should be improvements for Cook Library's
physical spaces?
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APPENDIX B – IRB Approval Letter
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APPENDIX C – Student Recruitment Announcement

Cook Library Space Usage Survey
A student in a doctoral level research course is seeking participants for a quick survey
regarding physical space usage in Cook Library. The survey will take approximately
5-10 minutes and can be taken by any undergraduate or graduate student at USM who has
used the physical spaces within Cook Library. Thank you so much for taking the time to
complete the survey, it is greatly appreciated!
Click here to take the survey.
This project has been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board, which ensures that
research projects involving human subjects follow federal regulations. Any questions or
concerns about rights as a research participant should be directed to the Chair of the
Institutional Review Board, The University of Southern Mississippi, 118 College Drive
#5147, Hattiesburg, MS 39406, 601-266-5997.

If you have questions concerning this research, please contact Sarah Mangrum at
sarah.rials@usm.edu. This research is being conducted under the supervision of Lilian
Hill, Ph.D.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sarah Mangrum, MLIS
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APPENDIX D – Faculty/Staff Recruitment Letter
Good Morning!
My name is Sarah Mangrum, and I am a doctoral student at The University of
Southern Mississippi. For my capstone project, I am studying how students use the
physical spaces in Cook Library and comparing actual use to the student usage
perceptions of faculty and staff housed in the same spaces. Therefore, I am conducting a
survey of faculty and staff whose offices are located within Cook Library at The
University of Southern Mississippi. This survey will ask about your perceptions of how
students use library spaces, preferences for individual and group work spaces, and your
understanding of how students would like to use the spaces.
You were selected to be part of this project because you currently are employed
by The University of Southern Mississippi. There is no compensation for responding. If
you choose to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a short
questionnaire consisting of demographic questions and questions relating to your
perception of how students use the physical spaces in Cook Library.
There is no risk involved, and your answers will be completely confidential.
Moreover, the results of the survey will be reported in a summary format, so no one will
be able to associate you with your responses on this survey. If you choose to participate
in this project, please answer all questions as honestly as possible. Text responses will be
reported word for word, so please do not include your name or provide any identifying
information in your comments. Participation is strictly voluntary, and you may refuse to
participate or discontinue participation at any time.
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This project has been reviewed by the Institutional Review board, which ensures
that research projects involving human subjects follow federal regulations. Any
questions or concerns about rights as a research participant should be directed to the
Chair of the Institutional Review Board, The University of Southern Mississippi, 118
College Drive #5147, Hattiesburg, MS 39406-0001, (601) 266-6820.
Completed survey submission will indicate your willingness to participate in this
study. Thank you in advance for taking the time to assist me in my research. The data
collected will provide useful information regarding how space is being utilized in Cook
Library.
If you have any questions about the administration of this survey, please contact
me at Sarah.Rials@usm.edu. To complete the survey online, please click the following
link: https://tinyurl.com/ycokuczn.
Sincerely,

Sarah Mangrum, MLIS
Sarah.Rials@usm.edu
Doctoral Student, Higher Education Administration, The University of Southern
Mississippi
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